Product Care & Maintenance
Thermally Fused Laminate Worksurfaces
RightAngle™ Products' thermally fused melamine worksurfaces can be easily cleaned using a solution of warm water and
mild detergent and a soft cloth. Be sure to dry thoroughly.
—

Coffee, tea, or other difficult stains may be removed using a mild, non-abrasive, all-purpose cleaner or a paste of
baking soda and water. Lightly scrub using a soft cloth or soft bristled brush. Please note: 10-20 strokes should
remove most stains—excessive force or scrubbing may damage the surface.

—

Harsh chemicals or abrasive materials should not be used. Should the surface come in contact with drain,
toilet, or oven cleaner, immediately remove the chemical, rinse thoroughly and wipe dry. Abrasives such as scouring
pads or gritty cleaners may permanently dull and/or scratch the surface and result in future staining.

—

Do not polish or wax the surface.

—

Protect the surface from hot or sharp objects. Do not place hot cookware, dishes, or objects onto the surface.
Knives and other sharp objects used directly on the surface can also be damaging.

Markerboard HPL Worksurfaces
—

Use only markers that are designed for use on erasable markerboard surfaces. Dry erase writing can be removed
with a "white board" eraser or a clean, dry cloth. Be sure to dry thoroughly.

—

Dry erase markerboard laminate can be cleaned with mild detergent and a soft cloth. Whiteboard shadows or
ghosting may be removed with a markerboard cleaner and conditioner designed specifically for dry erase surfaces.

—

Do not polish or wax the surface.

—

Acid or alkaline-based cleaners, compounds, etc., will mar etch, corrode, and permanently discolor the decorate
surface of the laminate, severely affecting the appearance and performance. Never use these materials on the dry
erase markerboard laminate, nor allow containers, rags, etc., contaminated with them to have contact with the
surface.

—

Accidental spills or splatters of these harsh chemicals should be wiped off immediately, and then cleaned
thoroughly using mild detergent and a soft cloth. However, a reduction in performance properties of the surface
may occur.

—

Protect the surface from hot or sharp objects. Do not place hot cookware, dishes, or objects onto the surface.
Knives and other sharp objects used directly on the surface can also be damaging.

Desk & Table Bases
All RightAngle™ Products' desk and table bases should be kept dry from water, rain, ice, snow, and salt.
To clean, use warm water and mild detergent with a soft cloth. Be sure to dry thoroughly.
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